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Three technologies could make a significant contribution to the transformation needed in agriculture and food systems: off-grid renewable energy systems, batteries, and information and communications technology (ICT). The main focus of this policy brief is the application of these technologies for solar-powered irrigation.

**Recommendations** for governments, technology firms, producers’ organizations, and financial institutions to support transformative change in agriculture:

1. Talk to farmers and their enterprises about the technologies and their potential, and understand what technologies are already in use, potential improvements, and how to enhance accessibility through better costs and design.
2. Provide education, training, and extension services for these technologies to farmers in collaboration with public and private stakeholders.
3. Monitor how new technologies are contributing to environmental, social, and economic sustainability goals, as well as related risks.
4. Measure and monitor changes in employment patterns and ensure adequate social safety nets are provided where mechanization and automation reduce or redistribute labour.
5. Increase investment in research and development and target consumer subsidies for worthwhile products with high start-up costs.
6. Introduce regulations on financial institutions for responsible lending to protect small-scale borrowers and establish financial literacy programs to reduce the risk of them becoming over-indebted.
7. Support ICT development and adoption through improved telecommunications and Internet infrastructure.
8. Strengthen institutions that test and license products.

---

1 This paper is part of the Food & Agriculture: Emerging Issues series, which explores emerging policy trends in agriculture, trade and investment.
Introduction

Worldwide, food and agriculture systems face three complex challenges. First, demand for nutritious food continues to rise globally. More than 3 billion people lack affordable healthy diets (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations et al., 2020). Second, food and agricultural systems are stressing or exceeding the planet’s tolerance for freshwater use, soil depletion, chemical inputs, and greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, food and agriculture are among the sectors most affected by the changing weather patterns and growing conditions that result from climate change. Third, farmers and farm workers around the world face economic precarity and vulnerability, especially in low- and middle-income countries. Hundreds of millions of the people who grow the world’s food live in poverty and chronic hunger (Cheong et al., 2013).

The scale of these challenges is daunting. It calls for transformative change. This policy brief provides a concise overview of the key findings from a recent IISD report (Bizikova et al., 2020), which studied three technologies that could make a significant contribution to the transformation needed. The three technological innovations are: i) off-grid renewable energy systems, made affordable with a significant drop in the cost of solar photovoltaics (PV); ii) the rapid and dramatic improvements in battery technology that have exponentially increased batteries’ usefulness as an energy source; and, iii) the evolution of information and communications technology (ICT) resulting from the expansion of “big data.” The full report highlights three agricultural applications of these technologies to illustrate their potential: solar-powered irrigation, precision agriculture, and indoor agriculture (soil-free and vertical farming).

The main focus in this policy brief is solar-powered irrigation, which utilizes two of the transformative technologies (solar PV and batteries), to highlight the risks and opportunities associated with these technologies. It concludes with broad policy recommendations regarding the implementation and possible consequences of transformative technologies.

---

What Makes Technology “Transformative”?  

Before exploring the potentially transformative nature of solar PV and batteries when applied as solar-powered irrigation, it is essential to first unpack the term “transformative” as we use it in this brief.

Technologies are transformative for agriculture when they either displace an established technology and can effect change throughout the whole sector or when they create a new industry altogether. It is not just that the technologies are new and effective; they also address structural challenges that have defied rural development efforts since industrialization began. Each has the potential to significantly strengthen the resilience and sustainability of food systems and agriculture.

These technologies have already established their potential to increase productivity at a reduced environmental cost in richer countries. Applications include providing reliable power for high-efficiency irrigation systems, dramatic reductions in fertilizer runoff through the use of precision tools, and the introduction of mechanized equipment that does not require oil or gas. All of these applications bring significant productivity gains for agriculture: they support higher yields, reduced inputs, and lower costs. For example, ICT can be used in precision agriculture to monitor and anticipate climate-related and environmental changes, as well as to better track water and nutrient input needs for crops. By using data-driven assessments, ICT can precisely control the targeted application of water, fertilizers and pesticides, reducing costs and improving the sustainability of the food system.

Ensuring Transformative Technology Is Accessible

None of the technologies that were reviewed is new, but the sharp decline in what it costs to use them is opening new markets and applications. The technologies are already widely diffused in high-income countries; slowly, they are being introduced in developing countries as well.

Solar-powered irrigation is already improving small-scale producer productivity and incomes.

Solar PV and batteries are also delivering power for mechanization, transportation, and storage. Small-scale producers are using apps, text messages, and radios to access information and advice on a range of subjects, including weather conditions, production practices, and input and sale prices. Innovative new uses of the technologies are emerging all the time, including apps that manage the
shared use of farm machinery and transport and provide access to virtual marketplaces and financial services. The challenge now is to make these technologies accessible and useful to more farmers, especially in low- and middle-income countries.

The flow of information is two-way. Governments, companies, and development organizations all have better information than ever before about the communities and clients they serve. There is a huge opportunity for them to develop better policies, products, and interventions for a wider range of rural actors. If the deployment of renewable energy and ICT in low- and middle-income countries is accompanied by sustainable improvements in small-scale producer and worker productivity and income, then the technologies will contribute to the achievement of a range of development goals, including many of the United Nations’ (UN) Sustainable Development Goals for 2030. The opportunity is too important to let it pass.

**Risks and Opportunities of Transformative Technology: The example of solar-powered irrigation**

Solar-powered irrigation is becoming increasingly cost-effective in low- and middle-income countries thanks to the rapid cost reduction and performance improvement in two transformative technologies: solar PV technology, which generates the power, and better batteries, which provide a way to store the power. Solar PV technology enables electricity to be produced directly from sunlight on a very small scale, allowing for decentralized, off-grid electrification. The panels require almost no maintenance (other than cleaning) and can last more than 30 years. Solar PV has been used for several decades in low- and middle-income countries to power irrigation systems, pump drinking water for animals, electrify fencing, and control pests, as well as for drying units, cold storage, egg incubation, and aeration for aquaculture.

Despite its many uses, however, uptake of solar PV has been limited. The main barrier in poor rural areas has been its cost.

That barrier is now reduced. A dramatic fall in prices has made the technology cost-effective in an increasing range of applications. In the United States, the cost of solar PV fell by 88% between 2009 and 2018, from USD 359 per megawatt-hour (MWh) to USD 43 per MWh (see Figure 1).
(Lazard, 2018). One MWh is equivalent to a power of one million watts applied for a duration of one hour. These low prices are not limited to countries with established solar industries, nor are they limited to grid-connected systems—they apply to off-grid systems, too. Globally, the levelized cost of energy for new off-grid or grid-tied distributed solar, including storage, is now below USD 0.20 per kWh, compared to USD 0.60 per kWh for small diesel and petrol generators (Crown Agents, 2018). Although there is still a high upfront cost to the installation of off-grid solar pumps, in the long term, solar pumps are cost effective because they are so inexpensive to run and maintain. It is estimated that over a 10-year period, the net cost of installing and running a solar PV pump is roughly two thirds of the cost of a similar diesel pump (Beaton et al., 2019).

The second transformative development is the quickly decreasing cost and increased storage capacity of batteries. Of particular significance are the developments regarding so-called “advanced batteries,” such as those that use lithium-ion. Compared to lead-acid batteries, they are generally smaller and lighter for the amount of power they can store. They can discharge more of their stored energy without compromising the battery life, have low losses while charging and discharging (making them more efficient), and have a longer lifespan. As with solar PV, price is often seen as one of the main challenges to the use of lithium-ion batteries in low- and middle-income countries, but the costs are now decreasing rapidly. The cost of lithium-ion battery storage has decreased by 87% in 10 years, from USD 1,100 per kWh in 2010 to USD 156 per kWh in 2019, with a further predicted decrease to USD 100 per kWh by 2023 (BloombergNEF, 2019).

The combination of solar PV technology and lithium batteries at affordable prices creates an attractive alternative to fossil fuel-based generators in off-grid areas. The introduction of
a low-cost decentralized energy source would bypass the prohibitive costs and infrastructure requirements of connecting remote areas to a regional electricity grid, improving rural communities’ access to electricity. This could provide small-scale producers with the electricity needed for ICT equipment and mechanization, which can increase yields through improved irrigation, planting, weeding, and harvesting technologies. A low-cost energy source lowers farmers’ costs, improves the possibilities for storage and processing, and improves the prices farmers receive by raising quality and reducing waste.

**Opportunities for Solar-Powered Irrigation**

Irrigation systems are an important application for low-cost solar energy unleashed by cheaper and better solar PV and lithium battery technology. Affordable solar pumps make irrigation accessible to more farmers and are associated with strong positive benefits for agricultural productivity and farm income. Irrigation can improve yields on existing cropped lands and can allow farmers to expand the total cropped area, letting farmers grow more and higher-value crops. In some cases, irrigation can even create the possibility of adding an extra crop cycle in the year. The potential of solar-powered irrigation systems continues to rise as technological improvements have increased the power and efficiency of the systems.

One study found that a solar-powered drip-irrigation system in Benin farmed by a women’s cooperative saved each woman up to four hours per day in labour and increased production by an average of two tonnes per month (International Renewable Energy Agency, 2016). The more reliable income flows from these changes to production helped the women to independently feed, educate, and provide medical care to their families. For farmers who already use some form of conventional water pump for irrigation, a shift to solar-powered systems can also increase incomes in the medium to long term because of the low recurring costs associated with the technology. Solar–diesel hybrids to power drip-fed irrigation systems (which water plants with a small regular stream) can be operated for less than half the cost of diesel-only systems (Carroquino et al., 2015). Similarly, farmers can use solar PV systems to run pumps for longer hours than previously due to improvements in the storage capacity of batteries. Rooftop solar panels have also been used to power cold storage and solar charging facilities.
Financing Options for Solar-Powered Irrigation

Despite many benefits and falling prices, there remains a high upfront cost to the installation of off-grid solar pumps, which continues to be a barrier to their uptake in low- and middle-income countries. The average upfront cost of a solar pump is 5 to 15 times more than diesel equivalents. Importantly, this cost disadvantage diminishes over time because the solar systems are so cheap to operate and maintain (Beaton et al., 2019). One solution is financing for solar PV systems to make them more affordable for farms by spreading the capital cost over time. Digital payment systems, now widely used in many low- and middle-income countries, allow for the regular and reliable electronic transfer of funds. This reduces risks for the lender, lowers the overall cost of the financing, and also allows for pay-as-you-go payment structures that are more accessible for users.

Targeted subsidies are another way to help small-scale producers overcome the high initial capital costs of investing in off-grid power generation.

The Risks of Solar-Powered Irrigation

No technology is risk free. At scale, decentralized irrigation could be “too” successful; if productivity in a region rises for a large population of farmers, the increase in yields could depress prices unless farmers are able to access new markets for the increased supply.

Another risk associated with the low recurring costs of solar-powered pumps is that if there is no charge for water use, there is no economic incentive to irrigate conservatively. An expansion of irrigation could stress freshwater resources by encouraging over-extraction and harm soil health by increasing the possibility to expand or intensify production.

Recommendations

Transformative technologies have considerable potential for agricultural practices. Many of the technologies are already operational in well-financed and high-input settings, and they are beginning to be deployed in resource-poor settings, too. Their transformative power rests in their ability to revolutionize food production by raising productivity while improving sustainability. They could support food production on marginal or degraded land. They could support farmers to make more efficient use of inputs while reducing environmental harm and the overuse or misapplication of potentially polluting inputs, such as synthetic fertilizers. Nonetheless, inclusive sustainable food and agriculture systems do not come about by accident; they require thoughtful public interventions, especially if small-scale producers and food workers are to benefit. Without effective regulation, environmental degradation will continue to
be a feature of food and agricultural systems. Done right, however, the adoption of these technologies will support the achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals, notably those on combating hunger, poverty, and climate change.

Some of these transformative technologies will require specific policy interventions based on the individual risks they pose. For example, with respect to solar irrigation, governments should consider the introduction of incentives and infrastructure to encourage farmers to sell excess power or install drip irrigation. These flanking policies would prevent over-extraction and encourage the use of efficient distribution systems. Similarly, governments and financial institutions need to work with farmers to help them plan risk-management strategies to cope with the potential for financial stress as a result of price depression from rapid increases in local production.

More broadly, the successful application of transformative technologies in agriculture requires a range of public interventions to create an enabling environment for the adoption of the technologies and minimize the potential risks associated with them.

Here are eight ways for governments, technology firms, producers’ organizations, and financial institutions to support transformative change:

1. Talk about the technologies and their potential to small- and medium-scale producers and the enterprises that provide inputs and sales advice, as well as processing, transportation, and marketing services. Understand what technologies they are already using, what improvements they would like to see, and how the design and cost could be managed to protect accessibility.

2. Work with government and non-government institutions to provide education, training, and extension services for farmers on the design and appropriateness of new technologies, including when and how to use the equipment and data.

3. Monitor how new technologies are contributing to environmental, social, and economic sustainability goals and indicators. Where required, introduce regulation and enforcement mechanisms to manage the risks associated with new technologies.

4. Measure and monitor changes in employment patterns and ensure adequate social safety nets are provided where mechanization and automation reduce or redistribute labour.
5. Increase investment in targeted interventions to kickstart the diffusion of new technologies. Specifically, investments in research and development and targeted consumer subsidies for worthwhile products are warranted, given high start-up costs coupled with small recurring costs, creating an attractive investment that demands a longer time horizon than many small-scale producers can afford.

6. Introduce regulations on financial institutions for responsible lending to protect small-scale borrowers and establish financial literacy programs to reduce the risk of them becoming over-indebted.

7. Support ICT development and adoption through broadly based investments in the sector, such as improving telecommunications and internet infrastructure and either extending the electricity grid or putting in place off-grid renewable energy in rural areas.

8. Strengthen institutions that test and license products and ensure adequate aftersales service standards and warranties.

If the deployment of transformative technologies in low- and middle-income countries is accompanied by the types of policies above, the technologies will support the achievement of a range of development goals, including many of the UN Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 relating to combating hunger, poverty, and climate change. The opportunity is too important to let pass.
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